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Abstract— Most of the transportation and commercial activities are carried by railway network. Any trouble in this 
transportation increases crucial damage to the society also loss of human life. This proposed system is used to overcome the 
disaster from railway cracks and collision between two stations.The cracks are detected through IR sensor and Collisions are 
detected by the ultra-sonic sensor between two stations. Four wheel smart trolley is used in the place of train. One of the 
important thing in this project is created android application for generating the email for good documentary purpose. As soon 
as message received from GSM then mail has been composed by the android application and send it to the higher authority 
automatically for further proceedings. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In today’s world, transport system is one of the 
essential and necessity system because without 
transportation system we could not able to migrate 
from one place to another place also impossible to 
transport the products to production centers or 
markets. Throughout history, transportation is must 
therefore the proper maintenance is essential.  
 
Especially railway transportation are economically 
comfortable from poor people to rich people even 
though it would help to growing economy rapidly. 
Each and every day population is increasing in view 
of this we should take care of all the things which are 
basically needed to the human life. Once problem 
happened due to derailments or cracks that causes in 
various loss of precious human lives and also 
property.  

  
The current statistics reveals that is nearly 65% of all 
the rail disaster are happened by the derailments. In 
that which is about 80% - 90% accidents are caused 
by the crack, it may caused either naturally or due to 
effect by environment (compression and expansion 
due to cold or heat) or due to antisocial elements. 
Currently track checking are done by manually by 
using some tool. Some time these problem are 
unnoticed and also due to paucity of time frequent 
checking is difficult for preventive maintenance. 
Therefore in order to avoid aforementioned problems 
we need put automated monitoring system for 
detecting the crack on rail track. 

  
This paper aim is to overcome the disaster due to 
crack, fog, explosive and collision. For detecting 
crack we proposed robust relief by using IR sensor 
and avoiding collision by ultrasonic sensors which is 
cost effective. This project is implemented using 
components like ARM Cortex LPC115/303, LED, 

LDR and GSM, GPS module, ultrasonic sensors and 
four wheel trolley.  
 
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
 
V.Muralidharanet al., [1], in their work introduced 
the integration of railway track surveying system. In 
the proposed system it is used to detect the railway 
crack. This paper consists of IR sensor and fire 
sensor. The IR sensor is used to detect the crack and 
as well as distances, fire sensors used to detect the 
fire accidents.GSM modem is used to receive 
information. 
 
RamavathSwetha. Pet al., [2], discussed about world's 
largest railway networks, manual Inspection and 
detecting a crack on these railways tracks is very 
tedious process and consumes lot of time and human 
resource. The paper aims in designing railway track 
crack detection autonomous vehicle using 
Microcontroller, IR obstacle Sensors assembly 
system, which detects the cracks along its path; the 
vehicle is also capable of monitoring the location of 
the crack by using the GPS module and alerts through 
SMS messages using GSM module. 
 
E. SakthiAbiramiet al., [3], investigated the use of 
microcontrollers today in modern times embedded in 
machineries such as appliances, automobiles for 
computers. In this particular paper ARM with 
Ethernet is used to control speed of the motor with 
making use IP address defined which is present in the 
embedded web server. 
 
III. DEVELOPMENT MODEL 
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FIGURE: 1 DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

 
DESCRIPTION 
 
The proposed crack detection scheme consists of a IR 
sensor which consisting of both Transmitter and 
Receiver assembly that functions as the rail crack 
detector. The principle involved in crack detection is 
the concept of LED and LDR. In the particular paper, 
the LED transmitter will be attached to one side of 
the rails and the LDR receiver to the opposite side. 
During normal operation, when there are no cracks, 
the LED transmitter light does not fall on the LDR 
receiver and hence the LDR resistance is high. 
Subsequently, when the LED light falls on the LDR, 
the resistance of the LDR gets reduced and the 
amount of reduction will be approximately 
proportional to the intensity of the incident light. As a 
consequence, when light from the LED deviates from 
its path due to the presence of a crack or a break, a 
sudden decrease in the resistance value of the LDR 
ensues. This change in resistance indicates the 
presence of a crack or some other similar structural 
defect in the rails. In order to detect the current 
location of the device in case of any detection of a 
crack, a GPS receiver whose function is to receive the 
current latitude and longitude data is used. To 
communicate the received information, a GSM 
modem has been utilized. The function of the GSM 
module being used is to send the current latitude and 
longitude data to the relevant authority as an SMS. 
Similarly mail has been generated with the help of 
android application to concerned higher authority. 
The functionality has been achieved by interfacing 
the GSM module, GPS module and LED-LDR 
arrangement with an ARM processor.  
 
Similarly for Collision two arm processors and two 
ultra sonic sensors are kept at two different stations 
along with immediate gate. As soon as object 
detected in any particular station green light will glow 
and oppositely red light will glow at another station 
immediate gate will closed. Gate will not show in 
Development model.   
 
DEMO POINTS:  The ARM CORTEX is used, IR 
sensor is used to detect the cracks in the track, to 
receive the information GSM module is used, to 
locate the location GPS is used, for getting collision 

signal ultrasonic sensors are used and four wheel 
robot is used as trolley. 
The LCD is utilized to demonstrate the working of 
the entire unit. 
 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
Techniques and methods involved in the proposed 
system includes: 
 
CRACK DETECTION  
Four wheel robot which contains DC motors are 
placed on tracks. Robot consisting of the arm 
processor and IR sensor. Initially arm processor and 
IR sensor get activated with DC voltage +5v. IR 
sensor are having both transmitter and receiver 
module. Both the transmitter and the receiver must be 
placed at certain angle, so that detection of the object 
happens properly. The angle may be the directivity of 
the sensor which is +/- 45 degree with the distance of 
5cm - 75cm. The potential difference is recognized 
by a ARM Cortex processor as HIGH or LOW. 
Transmitter transmit the light on track and receiver 
receive the light. Processor always check for ones it 
mean transmitted light again bounce back through 
receiver without any disturbance, then there is no 
crack. Is there any crack receiver won't get the signal 
light it mean crack on the track. Both the side of the 
tracks are sensing by the IR sensor. Depending on the 
track we can find out cracks on lift or right. 
 
The input voltage for this is +5v particularly 
comparator LM358 are always checking, based on the 
threshold voltage it will detecting the crack. Here 
threshold voltage are fixed as 2.8v. As soon as the 
crack detected threshold voltage will goes low 
otherwise normally it is fixed threshold voltage based 
on this also we can check it out about crack on track.  
 
COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
  
In this operation, we are using ultrasonic sensor HC-
SR04 with two different stations station 1 and station 
2 for closing one immediate gate. This is completely 
out of the track and both the side we are placed 
processor and indicating traffic light which include 
red and green light.  
 
Consider station 1 any object sensed by the 
ultrasound sensor immediately green light will glow 
at station 1, immediate gate is also closed in-between  
station 1 & 2, correspondingly red light will glow at 
station 2 in between object cannot passed on the track 
from station 1 to  station 2 and vice versa. Also no 
one object cannot cross the track because once object 
detected by the sensor gate will closed until unless 
object passed the gate, gate will not be opened but 
one side green light will glow and other side red light 
will glow continuously until object reach the 
destination. 
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Similarly Consider station 2 any object sensed by the 
ultrasonic sensor immediately green light will glow at 
station 2, immediate gate is also closed in-between  
station 1 & 2 correspondingly red light will glow at 
station 1 in between object cannot passed on the track 
from station 2 to  station 1 and vice versa. Also no 
one object cannot cross the track because once object 
detected by the sensor gate will closed until unless 
object passed the gate, gate will not be opened but 
one side green light will glow and other side red light 
will glow continuously until object reach the 
destination.  
  
This method completely ultrasound RADAR sensor 
method, based on the RADAR principle it will 
operate. But in my project same principle is also 
incorporated for collision avoiding. 
 
GSM TECHNIQUE 
 
This crack detection and collision take the 
opportunity of GSM. Any abnormalities happened 
over there processor will get the pulse and 
immediately GSM get triggered and send the coded 
message to the android application.  
 

 
Figure: 2 WORKING MODEL OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

ANDROID APPLICATION 
 
This paper consisting of one more additional feature 
is android application. Particularly included to 
develop some important documentation at higher 
level. All the above method, any one of the problem 
detected immediately processor receives the detected 
pulse, coded the information and send it through 
GSM.  Immediately that message goes to android 
application and decoded the message correspondingly 
composes the email with detailed information. All the 
things are pre programmed.  

 
Figure: 2 MAIL GENERATED AND RECEIVED  

 
V. ALGORITHM 
 
FOR CRACK DETECTION  
Step 1: Robot is turned on 
Step 2: Initialize the Arm Cortex, GSM, LCD, 

LED, LDR, IR sensor, Ultra sound Sensor, 
libraries and all Peripherals 

Step 3: Power on self-test and Robot may in the 
forward direction 

Step 4: Crack detected (either left crack or right 
crack) processor will always check for 1, if 
it is 1 no crack otherwise 0 it mean crack 
detected robot will stop  

Step 5: Processor generate the actual problem 
information in the form of message and send 
it to predefined mobile number through 
GSM 

Step 6: As soon as message received decoded that 
message and abnormalities mentioned in the 
email. Immediately android application get 
triggered and compose the email with 
corresponding proper information to the 
predefined mail id (Concerned authority) 

 
FOR COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
 
Step 1: Robot is turned on 
Step 2: Initialize the Arm Cortex, GSM, LCD, 

LED, LDR, IR sensor, Ultra sound Sensor, 
libraries and all Peripherals 

Step 3: Power on self-test and Robot may in the 
forward direction with two stations (Station 
1 & Station 2) 

Step 4: Ultra sound sensor get activated,  
Step 5: Is there any object is detected near the 

station one immediately green light will be 
glow in station one correspondingly red light 
will glow in the station two also railway gate 
is closed immediately and once object 
reaches the destination gate will open again. 

Step 6: Same operation will be continued for the 
station two object detection  

Step 7: Object detected in both the station 
immediately process generates the actual 
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information in the form of message and send 
it to predefined mobile number through 
GSM. 

Step 8: As soon as message received decoded that 
message and abnormalities mentioned in the email. 
Immediately android application get triggered and 
compose the email with corresponding proper 
information to the predefined mail id (Concerned 
authority) 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
By utilizing the benefit of embedded system and 
sensors is study to replace traditional flaw detection 
system. Detecting crack and collision avoidance will 
be analyzed in the simulation platform using 
embedded system.  
Based on the four wheel robot (smart trolley model) 
all parameters are kept in action. The model which is 
carried out is working satisfactorily to my design 
extent. The detection of crack and collision avoidance 
are determined and fetch the exact location of 
abnormalities and send it to the concerned authority 
to immediate action. 
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